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About This Game
Battle of Westerplatte was unique in many ways, and this game will try to reflect on that. Players can expect that they will be
outnumbered, outgunned, but not out of tactics. Also, expect enemies with brains, they will react to your strategies and apply
counter strategies to break down your defences. All you have is a handful of soldiers to stand in their way.
Warfront Defenders as a series of games will attempt to take inspiration from the historical battles of WW2 and turn them into
tactical games playable on small dioramas. This game is made in collaboration with the Museum of Westerplatte to derive
inspiration from the actual event and design the level based on the actual maps from the period. Though this is not a
chronological account of the battle, the gameplay and the tactics are heavily inspired by the proceedings of the historical battle
and its challenges are designed to remember the defenders of Westerplatte.
Feature List:

Destructible environments
Position your soldiers anywhere, use cover tactics, some of the areas are more exposed than the others
Equip/Add health and Upgrade/Downgrade your soldiers during battle
Build fortifications, lay mines to slow down or kill enemies
Reactive enemy AI, changes strategies based upon your movement
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Overwhelming bosses like Battleship Schleswig-Holstein, Stuka dive bombers, snipers
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Title: Warfront Defenders: Westerplatte
Genre: Action, Indie, Strategy, Early Access
Developer:
Flying Robot Studios
Publisher:
New Reality Games
Release Date: 7 Aug, 2017
a09c17d780
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warfront defenders westerplatte. warfront defenders westerplatte badge
Liking this one a lot so far. The price point is kinda scary, I immediately expected micro transactions and upcomming dlc spam
when I saw it. However, the devs already said in the forum that neither will happen. No buying coins and no paid dlc. So the
pricepoint actually makes the game a steal and it is way deeper than I expected from a "phone game". Combat is fun with lots of
strategies, graphics are pretty good and more than enough for this type of game. I even enjoy the "progression grind" with
leveling up pretty much everything using achievements and challenges everywhere.. Paladin auf nase. So refreshing to see a new
Cyberpunk game. I have totally fallen in love with this game. Yes it's Early Access but I do enjoy supporting the little guys out
there if they have a good idea. This is an original idea and yet simple but I found it relaxing to play. Graphics are gorgeous I was
able to run on high settings with no issue at all. There seems to be people saying it won't run well on Amd. I am running a Amd
system with a Rx 480 8gb card and I found the game to run perfectly no lag and it never crashed once. So if you are having
problems on Amd maybe it's some other hardware letting you down or a much older card than I have. The game does need more
content and it's far from perfect, but if you are a Cyberpunk fan and like things like Blade Runner you will feel right at home in
this city. Sadly there is a low player base and too many refunding rather than supporting the game. If everyone refunds the game
just dies. They are only a small 2 man team so let's get behind the game I say. You can host your own game and once it counts
down to 0 after you click Ready you can go in the city alone. So you would only need at least one friend to buy a copy and this
game is a total blast. I am going to Highly Recommend this game. I am changing my verdict of the game as the Dev's don't seem
to be active at all, the rushed new map was terrible better if they had worked on more players then adding poor content. The
plan to shut the servers down which they have no choice really as they explained. The game has virtually no players, with no sp
so it's not at this point worth the money. I hope it does improve and I will then change my verdict.. Really nice to be driving on
Brands Hatch in this game,the physics are spot on:D. When a person like me pulls out a text based game, they are looking for an
adventure where the world and story is interesting, decisions are impactual, good decisions and insight are rewarded, and there is
freedom of choice to make your character into whatever they may become.
Before I get into specifics, here's the short rundown of my thoughts. The choices feel constrained as you need to choose a role
and stick to it, this is bad. The hero feels like a buttmonkey, getting the short end of every stick regardless of your choices. This
producer has better text based games, so don't get this one. Why they chose the Heroes Rise, one of their earliest works, to put
on steam over their better products, I don't know. Check out their site, choose a different game.
The Hero Project has a nice world, if not a tad overused (superhero metropolis city). The story however, is lacklustre, in my
opinion worse than that of The Prodigy, this game's predecessor. I won't go into more detail than that.
Like it's predecessor, the decisions do not feel impactual or rewarding beyond juggling you're alignment "meters" of
loyal/soloist, popular/underdog and the like. Unlike the previous game however, this game makes your choices seem
constrained, telling you what kind of decisions you SHOULD make, and even MUST make in situations where it may not make
sense. Having your options limited to "insult him", or "insult him in different words", when I felt no desire to do so, or having
the game tell me, next time be more "Justice" hit my enjoyment of the game pretty hard.
In addition, the low level of detail in descriptions, and the lack of impactual additional reading meant that I was not invested in
finding out more about the world. The way the game played out saw me caring less and less about what happened, a deadly
feeling to any story based game.
On the positive side, depending on the roles you choose, there are a ton of different endings. This game is pretty long for a text
based game, and there are some wacky decisions you can make that work in the game's framework.
Even so,
I recommend getting a different, better text based game.. this is my first review. this game is simple yet fun! all you can expect
in a quick draw simulation game. I highly recommend this game as it is a very fair price and a lot of fun! plus the developer is
putting out updates regularly.. Even more slots for those, who reeeally love to swim in guns.. This game mixes face paced fps
action. With minimal down time, but still gives you tones of options to customize your load out without being rushed. Has
multiple modes too. Also devs are constantly active and listening to the player base to help improve the game.
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Finished the game. The creator, Erebus, mentions at the end that this is their first game creation. It shows. Repetitive narrative
choices were unessecary and hindered the narrative effect of telling the story through atmosphere and scraps of information
scattered throughout the game. The ending was also a little ham-fisted to some, though it didn't bother me all that much. The
activation/interact gameplay was also frustrating. As others have stated, things need to be either always or interactable or never
interactable. They should never be mostly not interactive except when they need to be interactive, and then all of sudden they
give you the piece of the puzzle by being interactive. Whey would I check that drawer for the fifteenth time when I couldn't
interact with it the first fourteen times?
One of the strenghts of the game was the "operator," though more could have been done with him. There was dialouge midway
that chilled me to the bone when the "operator" revelaed somtihng to me, but that was few and far between. Overall the
"operator" was a cross between an internet troll and a capricous god, which isn't a bad thing necessarily.
I have read other reviews mentioning "P.T.," the now mythic demo that was supposed to reinvigorate Silent Hill before Konami
♥♥♥♥ed us. This is true. Erebus did a superb job of buliding intense psychological tension with the need to examine the
minutia of the world. Erebus is inventive and certainly crafted a unique narrative. Though I did think that some of the things you
needed to do were so obscure that I couldn't figure it out until the "operator" gave me a hint.
So, should you play it? The answer is yes and no. Yes, because this is great psychological horror, though implemented
imperfectly. No, because we all are looing for the next great Amnesia game, and this isn't it. Also, the game is only 4 hours long,
and should be ten bucks instead of fifteen. I will say, howerver, that I want to see more of Erebus's games, and if this one ends
up being relegated to the lower depths of steam because of lack of exposure, I 'll be dissapointed.. When you cannot even be
bothered to do something as simple as spell checking your own game that's where I stop.... If Samurai Gunn or Niddhog left you
wanting more, you should grab this. Twitchy ninja sword fights, mushrooms and pixel visuals at their finest.. I've been waiting
for this game since the Steam XMAS sale brought it to my attention, its pure unadulterated mayhem. You will be cursing out
random cartoon drivers none stop.
This isn't a traditional racer, or much a racer at all to be honest. If you want Kart action this isn't your game, I repeat there is
very little actual racing. What this is a FFA murderfest though that has driving as the medium. It's generally played as
Deathmatch or Last Man Standing, where you keep respawning, you get kills\/points by destroying and knocking people off the
map or lasting the longest, there isn't a difference other than looks in the Racers, everybody goes the same speed turns the same
etc etc.
If you want a game you can turn on and blow some steam this is great, I cant speak for how well the local multiplayer works, but
I was playing with about 10 people online an hour after the launch, depsite having racers from Russia, Britain, Canada,
Germany(host) and the USA, it was still respectably playable with 100-200 ping. Did I slide off the course a few times because
of the lag the odd time? Yes. You forget about it 20 seconds later because another round starts and the game is just awesome..
When the original is less buggy than the update
. I got three endings in the 40 or so minutes I played this for, two of which were quite disappointing, and one that was mildly
satisfying. You never really know what you are about to say when you select a dialogue option because of how the options are
paraphrased, and I feel like it was way too easy to get a "game over" -ending. Still, pretty interesting.. A simple but fun game.
The controls are horrible and drive me crazy.. A retro space shooter. Difficult, simple & fun.
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